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Abstract. Agent-based models tend to be more and more complex. In
order to cope with this increase of complexity, powerful modeling and
simulation tools are required. These last years have seen the development
of several platforms dedicated to the development of agent-based mod-
els. While some of them are still limited to the development of simple
models, others allow to develop rich and complex models. Among them,
the GAMA modeling and simulation platform is aimed at supporting
the design of spatialized, multiple-paradigms and multiple-scales mod-
els. Several papers have already introduced GAMA, notably in earlier
PRIMA conferences, and we would like, in this paper, to introduce the
new features provided by GAMA 1.6, the latest revision to date of the
platform. In particular, we present its capabilities concerning the tight
combination of 3D visualization, GIS data management, and multi-level
modeling. In addition, we present some examples of real projects that
rely on GAMA to develop complex models.
Keywords: Agent-based modeling, simulation, GIS, multi-level, ODE,
platform, visualization, complex systems
1 Introduction
The last years have seen an important increase in the use of agent-based modeling
(ABM) in various scientific and application domains. Some of these applications,
that rely on large sets of data, are more and more demanding in terms of repre-
sentation, simulation and interpretation of complex models. While the classical
KISS [10][3] approach appeared to be well suited in the early years of ABM, this
recent trend, which for instance includes developments in serious games, par-
ticipatory approaches or integrated models, requires the ability to design and
manage more descriptive and detailed models.
The KISS-based approach has given birth to a plethora of small-size, mostly
theoretical, toy models that, although they are well suited for training purposes,
have had the paradoxical effect of establishing ABM as a mainstream approach to
complex systems modeling while, at the same time, eliminating the reasons why
people had wanted to adopt it in the first place. Building complex, incremental,
data-driven modular models in NetLogo [28], for instance, is a difficult task. And
it becomes even more difficult when different data sources, at different levels of
representation, are to be used. Interpreting these models is also very tedious,
given the lack of flexibility offered by the existing platforms in the visualization
and parametrization of the models.
While some offers have tried to overcome these limitations (e.g. Repast [23],
Mason [20]), they have failed until now to propose a credible alternative in terms
ofmodeling platforms. Repast, for instance, is more a well designed toolbox than a
platform as it requires modelers to be highly proficient in Java programming and
Eclipse development, which is rarely the case in the scientific domains targeted by
ABM. Similarly, these proposals also fall short in terms of simulation platform,
as designing virtual experiments that combine easy parametrization and high-
level interactive visualization is as complicated as building the model itself and
requires the use of several external tools.
The GAMA6 modeling and simulation platform [9] [26], developed since 2007
as an open-source project, aims at overcoming these lacks by providing modelers
- which are not, most of the time, computer scientists - with tools to develop
and experiment highly complex models through a well-thought integration of
agent-based programming, geographical data management, flexible visualization
tools and multi-level representation.
GAMA provides a complete modeling language (GAma Modeling Language)
and an integrated development environment that allows modelers to build mod-
els as quickly and easily as in NetLogo while going beyond what Repast or
Mason offer in terms of simulated experiments. It is currently applied in several
projects in environmental decision-support systems, urban design, water man-
agement, biological invasions, climate change adaptation or disaster mitigation.
This paper aims at presenting the new features developed in the latest version
of GAMA. We will focus in particular on the following features: the evolution of
the GAML language for specifying models using multiple paradigms (especially
combinations of mathematical and computer approaches), the seamless integra-
tion of geographical data and other spatial data, the tools offered to support
high-level visualization of simulations and the multi-level description of models.
2 GAMA Meta-Model
The concepts and the operational semantic of GAML are completely described
in a meta-model (see Figure 1) from which every model written in the language
derives. This meta-model supports the development of multi-level agent-based
models by considering three main sets of abstract classes that represent, respec-
tively, the entities, the space and the time of a model.
6 http://gama-platform.googlecode.com
– The representation of Entities are described by two main classes:
• Agent represents an individual entity of a simulation, which is concep-
tually similar to an object in an object-oriented language. It represents
a simulated entity in the simulation.
• Population represents a group of agents sharing the same structure and
behavior in a simulation. The population is responsible for managing the
agents it is composed of.
– The representation of the space of a model is tightly coupled with the pre-
vious set and supported by two main classes:
• Geometry is, as its name implies, a geometrical shape (supported by
the JTS library 7) that represents the embodiment of an agent in its
environment. It is strictly linked with one and only one agent.
• Topology is meant to represent this environment. It provides a refer-
ential where geometries are located, an optional organization imposed
to these geometries and a set of operations to support perception and
movements of agents. A topology is linked with one population.
– The representation of time uses, similarly, a class linked with Agent and an
another one linked with Population (Scheduler and Scheduling Informa-
tion).
These three layers of representation (entities, space and time) are tied to-
gether by the last class of the meta-model: Species. A species, like a class in
OOP, defines the attributes, geometries and behaviors common to all the agents
of a population, but it also specifies the topology and scheduling of this popu-
lation. More importantly, the containment relationships between species allow
to describe hierarchical levels of agency in a very natural way, by considering
nested species of a species S as prototypes for micro-agents of agents instance of
S. This translates concretely into the possibility for these agents to be hosts of
a set of populations, each of them being described by a micro-species of S.
GAMA entirely relies on this meta-model to create models. The first level of
agency (the model itself) describes the global topology of the model, its basic
scheduling, its parameters and global behaviors, and is the host of the popu-
lations of agents described by the species written by the modeler. Recursively,
each agent can become the host of nested populations, as long as its species
contains the (micro) species that describe them. All of these populations can be
provided, through the definition of their species, with their own spatio-temporal
scale, which are not necessarily constrained by the containment hierarchy (i.e.
the topology of a population of micro-agents can for instance define boundaries
larger than the one described in the population of its host). This definition of
species also supports the description of shared contexts between macro and micro
agents as a way to express the dynamic relationships and data transfer between
levels. Additionally, the morphogenesis operation, not presented in the diagram
of the Figure 1, allows agents to change species during the simulation, their cur-
rent species and their target species are linked by a materialization relationship,
7 http://sourceforge.net/projects/jts-topo-suite/
Fig. 1. GAMA meta-model
which effectively allows them to be represented at different levels of abstraction
during a simulation.
3 GAMA features
3.1 The GAML modeling language
In order to ease the work of modelers, GAMA provides a complete IDE (Inte-
grated Development Environment) supporting the definition of models. In par-
ticular, the IDE, based on Eclipse and XText, provides modern features such
as auto-compilation, auto-completion, quick fixes, text coloring, etc. Modelers
define their models using the GAML language. The interest of providing a DSL
(Domain Specific Language) to modelers is to ease the definition of models. In-
deed, the GAML language is very simple to use, even by modelers that have low
programming skills.
GAML is an agent-oriented language. Modelers define species of agents, i.e.
archetype of agents, their characteristics, behaviors and aspects. It is a typed
language, variables (static or dynamic) has to be typed. The behaviors of agents
are defined through actions and reflexes. An action is a block of instructions
executed when the action is called. A reflex is a block of instructions executed
at each simulation step or when its optional attached condition is true. An
aspect represents how an agent can be displayed. It is possible to define as many
aspects as necessary. The richness of GAML comes from the numerous optimized
operators concerning geometries, containers, statistics and graphs.
Figure 2 shows an example of a simple epidemiological SI model definition.
In this model, a species of agents called people is defined. This species has the
moving skill which provides some built-in variables (speed, direction, etc.) as
well as some primitives(wander, goto, etc.). We redefine the variable speed in
order to set its value to a random value between 5 and 10. The people species
has another variable called is infected that is a boolean initialized with true with
a probability of 0.01. It has two reflexes: move and infect. The move reflex that is
activated at each simulation cycle consists in a random movement: the agent uses
the wander primitive of the moving skill to move to a random direction with a
speed given by the value of the variable speed. The infect reflex is only activated
when the agent is infected. It consists in trying to infect each people agent that is
at distance lower or equals to 10m with a probability of 0.01. The people species
has one aspect that will allow to display the people agents as a circle of radius
5m. The color will depend on the is infected variable: if the agent is infected,
its color will be red, green otherwise. At the initialization of the model, the
world environment is initialized as a 500mx500m square and 1000 agents people
are created (with a random location). The output of the main experiment is a
display called map where all the created agents can be visualized.
model SI_city
global{
	 geometry shape<-envelope(square(500));
	 init{
	 	 create people number:1000;
	 }
}
species people skills:[moving]{	 	
	 float speed <- 5.0 + rnd(5);
	 bool is_infected <- flip(0.01);
	 reflex move{
	 	 do wander;
	 }
	 reflex infect when: is_infected{
	 	 ask people at_distance 10 {
	 	 	 if flip(0.01) {
	 	 	 	 is_infected <- true;
	 	 	 }
	 	 }
	 }
	 aspect circle{
	 	 draw circle(5) color:is_infected ? rgb("red") : rgb("green");
	 }
}
experiment main_experiment type:gui{
	 output {
	 	 display map  {
	 	 	 species people aspect:circle;	 	 	
	 	 }
	 }
}
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Fig. 2. Simple model definition in GAML and its display output.
3.2 Geographic information system integration
Geographic information system integration (GIS) is the digital representation
of landscapes captured by cameras, digitizers or scanners. This technology can
be used for scientific investigation, resource management and development plan-
ning. With properties such as location, attributes and spatial relationship GIS
vocabulary is really closed to the one used in agent-based modeling.
Many recent models rely on GIS data, allowing them to gain in realism.
If most of modern simulation platforms allow to read/write GIS data, not so
many allow to agentify vector geometries. Indeed, if Netlogo[28] or Cormas [18]
provide some basic primitives to load and manipulate GIS data, they do not
allow to create agents with a complex geometry from GIS data even with their
GIS plugins. Another limitation of most of modern platforms is that they do
not allow to define several environments with different topologies. Typically, for
some complex models, its is necessary to define different environments such as
a continuous one, to integrate vector data or several raster data with different
resolutions and eventually several graph environments representing different level
of interaction within the model.
GAMA allows to define as many environments as necessary. It synchronizes
all of them by using a continuous reference environment. It provides as well a
geometry to each agent. This geometry, which is based on vector representation,
can be simple (point, polyline or polygon) or complex (composed of several sub-
geometries). It can be defined by the modeler (by using a list of points or pre-
defined graphical primitives) or directly loaded from a shapefile, a raster file or a
mesh file. Indeed, GAMA allows to use geographic vector data to create agents,
each object of the geographical data will be automatically used to instantiate an
agent, GAMA taking care of managing the spatial projection of the data and, if
necessary, of reading the values of the attributes.
In Figure 3, we present an extension of the model presented in Figure 2 in
which roads and buildings agents are created from shapefile. Each object of the
shapefile then becomes an agent: a roads agent for the road shapefile and a
buildings agent for the building shapefile. At initialization, the people agents are
located on one of the building agent randomly chosen.
GAMA provides as well many advanced spatial operators (spatial queries,
union, difference, intersection....) that are directly usable through the GAML
language. GAMA provides as well some high-level spatial operators : triangula-
tion of a polygons, building of a graph from a set of points, polylines or polygons,
skeletonization. At last, many movement operators and primitives are provided
allowing to transparently move an agent on a grid, a graph or a continuous
environment.
In Figure 4, we show an extension of the model of the Figure 3 in which a
graph is created from the roads agents: each roads agent will become an edge of
the graph. The people agents use this graph to move from building to building
(a new target building is randomly chosen each time the people agent reaches
the building).
global {
	 file roads_shapefile <- file("../includes/road.shp");
	 file buildings_shapefile <- file("../includes/building.shp");
	 geometry shape <- envelope(roads_shapefile);
	 init {
	 	 create roads from: roads_shapefile;
	 	 create buildings from: buildings_shapefile;
	 	 create people number:1000 {
	 	 	 location <- any_location_in(one_of(buildings));
	 	 	 target <- any_location_in(one_of(buildings));
	 	 }
	 }
}
species roads {
	 aspect geom {
	 	 draw shape color: rgb("black");
	 }
}
species buildings {
	 aspect geom {
	 	 draw shape color: rgb("gray");
	 }
}
experiment main_experiment type:gui{
	 output {
	 	 display map {
	 	 	 species roads aspect:geom;
	 	 	 species buildings aspect:geom;
	 	 	 species people aspect:circle;	 	 	
	 	 }
	 }
}
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Fig. 3. Agentification of roads and buildings from shapefiles.
3.3 Visualization tools
With the advancement in computer graphics and the availability of large scale
data, ABM community has a big role to play in a better understanding of com-
plex systems by using high-level representation [6]. For instance, in large-scale
agent-based simulation systems where virtual agents are situated in a virtual city
[2]. Techniques available for visualization of model execution enhance the capac-
ity to interpret, understand and explore a model, in particular to extract ab-
stract data or discover imperceptible dynamics. Visualization is, in many cases,
the only way to understand and study model that can not be expressed thanks
to equations.
In already existing popular platforms, languages and tools for visualization
do exist [24] but most of them lack techniques for building, observing and inter-
acting with models. Those platforms stay focused on the agent representation
global {
	 ...
graph road_network;
	 init {
	 	 create roads from: roads_shapefile;
	 	 road_network <- as_edge_graph(roads);
	 	 ...
	 }
}
species people skills:[moving]{	 	
	 ...
point target;
	 reflex move {
	 	 do goto target:target on: road_network;
	 	 if (location = target) {
	 	 	 target <- any_location_in(one_of(buildings));
	 	 }
	 }
	 ...
}
Deﬁnition of a graph 
and building from the 
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Fig. 4. Movement on a graph.
and do not propose any abstraction and multi-level representation or only by
using ad-hoc solutions, loose coupling or post-simulation treatment that are
not yet standardized. However, if some standardization categorization of ABM
emerges and give guidelines for a better agent-based model representation [7],
only few platforms propose built-in visualization tools that run online and serve
as feedback or indicator during the simulation (e.g using graph analysis or data
clustering to build groups of agents [17]). Actually, the 3D integration in agent-
based model can be only achieve in two ways. The first one consists in a loose
coupling between an agent-based platform with a 3D visualization toolkit. The
second one is to build an agent-based models in 3D animation and rendering
packages[6] where the model is developed within a specific environment like
game engine to import and handle 3D data and agent behavior is defined by
using other programming languages.
In GAMA, 3D is fully integrated to agent based modeling paradigm with a
dedicated language that handle high-level representation [14]. The 3D visualiza-
tion library in GAMA 1.6 uses OpenGL via the Java Binding for the OpenGL
(JOGL) API library. GAMA offers a generic framework to separate the visual
representation of the model from the underlying model, allowing different visual
representations at different levels of abstraction, and insures that the visualiza-
tion of a simulation and the interaction on a simulation are independent processes
that do not alter the reference model itself [13]. In this approach a view is seen
as a model on which one can represent, abstract and interact without changing
the definition of the observed model.
GAML language enables to define specific rich aspect by using operation
such as repetition, modularity and recursion above the definition of graphical
primitives. Agents are therefore associated with particular aspect and layers
to determine its display location and representation. Agent can be displayed
simultaneously in a variety of topologies (continuous, network, grid). GAMA
allows the user to easily create a variety of geometric custom shapes, import and
export scalable vector graphics-based geometry, images, GIS and 3D assets files.
Geometrical operations can also be perform on the agent geometry to combined
them by the the use of spatial operators (union, intersection, difference, scaling,
rotation, etc.).
As mentioned in Section 3.2, GAMA allows a seamless integration of GIS
data. Even with 2D GIS files, the handling of the third dimension is straight-
forward in GAMA where any depth can be assigned to a given shape. Thus, in
Figure 5, we show a 3D rendering where a depth is added to the agent buidlings
and where people agents are rendered as sphere instead of circle.
GAMA offers to modelers many tools to manipulate simulation displays. In
particular, for each display, it provides a camera (Arcball and FreeFly) that can
be used to reach any location of the model and therefore offers a more immersive
experience. It also supports object selection, zooming, and panning. The new
implementation of displays based on opengl has proven to be many times faster
than the original Java2D approach when rendering large-scale simulations.
species people skills:[moving]{	 	
	 ...
	 aspect sphere{
	 	 draw sphere(5) color:is_infected ? rgb("red") : rgb("green");
	 }
}
species buildings {
	 float height <- 10.0+ rnd(10);
	 aspect geom {
	 	 draw shape color: rgb("gray") depth: height;
	 }
}
experiment main_experiment type:gui{
	 output {
	 	 display map type: opengl ambient_light: 150{
	 	 	 species roads aspect:geom;
	 	 	 species buildings aspect:geom;
	 	 	 species people aspect:sphere;	 	 	
	 	 }
	 }
}
3D aspect for 
people agents
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Fig. 5. Linking agents to places with geographic data. In GIS rendering, a depth is
easily added to a shape file for a more realistic and accurate representation.
3.4 Multi-Level modeling
Multi-level agent-based modeling (ML-ABM) requires representing agents at
different levels of representation in the same model with respect to time, space
and behavior. Several reasons may justify the development of a multi-level agent-
based. One reason may come from models that need to take into account entities
at different spatial or organizational scales. For instance, models in biology may
need to explicitly represent entities that belong to a hierarchy of containers, like
molecules, cells and tissues. Another reason may be found in models in which
the interactions between entities at one level make observables (usually called
emergent structures [8]) appear, i.e. structures or patterns that are recognized as
such by the modeler at another level of abstraction. In such a case, the modeler
has the possibility to take into account and represent within agents, at the same
time, the emergent structures and the agents that compose them. This problem
of multi-level representation and articulation between agents at different levels
is considered as one of the hardest issues to be tackled in the domain of complex
systems modeling [29].
Recently, researchers of the community have begun to propose solutions to
facilitate the development of multi-level agent-based models but existing ap-
proaches are still domain specific [25] [12] or only conceptual proposals with-
out concrete implementation on established ABM platforms [21]. While current
agent-based platforms (Repast [23], NetLogo [28]) still lack of appropriate ab-
stractions, which explicitly support ML-ABM.
Thanks to the appropriate abstractions integrated in the meta-model, GAMA
explicitly supports the development of multi-level agent-based model as shown in
Figure 6. The following model illustrates how to write a multi-level agent-based
model in GAML. Supposing that when people enter a building, the modeler
would like to specify that the propagation of infection is controlled by the build-
ing basing on the number of infected people in the building. A possible solution is
to specify that the people are modeled at two different levels of representation.
The first representation level is when people are moving in the road network
(represented by people species). The second representation level is when peo-
ple are in the buildings. In this case, we define the people in building species
(a sub-species of people species and a micro-species of building species). In this
model, we unschedule all the agents of people in building species. When a people
agent moves into a building, we use themorphogenesis operation (capture GAML
statement), to change its species to people in building species. In this example,
a building agent controls the infection propagation of its micro-agents using a
simple mathematical formula. In real application, we can integrate a SIR model
to the building agent in order to control the infection process. A person stays in
a building for a certain amount of time. After that the building agent decides to
release this person and the person continues to move in the road network. The
modeler again uses the morphogenesis operation (release GAML statement), to
change the representation level of people from people in building to people.
species buildings {
	 float height <- 10.0+ rnd(10);
	 int nb_I -> {members count (people_in_building(each).is_infected)};
	
	 aspect geom {
	 	 draw shape color: empty(members) ? rgb("gray") : 
(nb_I/length(members) > 0.5 ? rgb("red") : rgb("green")) depth: height;
	 }
	 species people_in_building parent: people schedules: [] {
	 	 int leaving_time;
	 	 aspect circle{}
	 }
	 reflex let_people_enter {
	 	 list<people> entering_people <- (people inside self);
	 	 if !(empty (entering_people)) {
	 	 	 capture entering_people as: people_in_building returns: people_captured;
	 	 	 ask people_captured {
	 	 	 	 leaving_time <- time + 50 + rnd(50);
	 	 	 }
 	 	 }
	 }
	 reflex let_people_leave  {
	 	 list<people_in_building> leaving_people <- (list (members)) 
where (time >= (people_in_building (each)).leaving_time);
	 	 if !(empty (leaving_people)) {
	 	 	 release leaving_people as: people in: world;
	 	 }
	 }
}
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Fig. 6. Multi-level agent-based model in GAML
3.5 Equation-based modeling
Equation-based modeling (and in particular modeling using Ordinary Differen-
tial Equation, ODE) has been for a while the main modeling approach to rep-
resent dynamic systems. The most famous examples are the Lotka and Volterra
[19] modeling of prey-predator dynamics or the Kermack and McKendrick [16]
SIR model to represent epidemic dynamics.
Following the idea that we do not always need to represent every phenomenon
at the individual level of details(as in the multi-level approach presented above)
and the idea taken from meta-population trend in ecology [15], we have intro-
duced in GAMA the possibility to describe the dynamics of agents variables
using an ODE system and to integrate this system at each simulation step. A
paradigmatic example of applications that would benefit from this new feature
can take inspiration from Colizza et al. [5] or Meloni et al. [1] work. Let consider
the network of main cities in the world connected by air flights. If a disease
appears in a city it will quickly spread all around the world via these flights
communication. In addition, in each city, the disease will also spread in the city
population. In this case, we should consider thousands of millions of people. The
observation level cannot be the individual one but rather the city one. These two
constraints induce the need but also the relevance of using an aggregate model
at the city level where each city is represented by three variables representing
the number of people in each compartment of the SIR model.
GAML enables to write equations linking agents attributes. Based on the
Apache Commons Mathematics Library, we give the opportunity to the modeler
to choose its integration method (between Runge Kutta 4 and Dormand-Prince
8(5,3)). The modeler can choose the integration step and the number of inte-
gration steps he wants to do in one simulation step. In Figure 7, we consider an
epidemiological model at the level of a city. In this case, people are moving on
a road network and buildings aggregate people. The dynamic in each building
is managed using an SI equation system linking the number of Susceptible and
Infected inhabitants located in the building.
This new way to describe the dynamics of agents will bring several major
benefits. Modelers can dynamically switch during the simulation between agent-
based approach and equation-based approach. In addition, we argue that the
integration of equation-based model into agent-based platform will have ped-
agogical benefits not only for the GAMA platform but for all the modeling
community. This will limit the entering cost for mathematicians into this new
modeling approach, and will for sure induce a very interesting cross-fertilization
between these two modeling approaches.
species buildings {
	 ...
	 int nbInhabitants update: length(members);	 	 	 	
	 list<people_in_building> membersS <- [] 
update: members where (!(each as people_in_building).is_infected);
	 list<people_in_building> membersI <- [] 
update: members where ((each as people_in_building).is_infected);
	 float t;    
	 float S update: length(membersS) as float; 
   	 float I update: length(membersI) as float;
   	 float I_to_1 <- 0.0;
   	 float h <- 0.1;
   	 ...
	 	 	
	 equation SIR{ 
	 	 diff(S,t) = (- beta * S * I / nbInhabitants) ;
	 	 diff(I,t) = (  beta * S * I / nbInhabitants) ;
	 }
	 reflex epidemic when:(S>0 and I>0){ 	
	 	 float I0 <- I;
    	 solve SIR method: "rk4" step: h { }
    	 I_to_1 <- I_to_1 + (I - I0);
    	 if(I_to_1 > 1) {
    	 	 ask(membersS){
    	 	 	 is_infected <- true;
    	 	 	 myself.I_to_1 <- myself.I_to_1 - 1;
    	 	 }
    	 }
}   
}
variables linked 
to building SI
Equation System
Integration of the 
equation system 
using the Runge 
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Fig. 7. Example of ODE-driven species.
4 Conclusion
Since the beginning of its development in 2007, GAMA has been deeply enriched.
In particular, the new 1.6 version provides many powerful features to manage GIS
data, advanced visualization and multi-level models. Many others features that
were not presented in this paper are also available: database management (SQL),
connexion to R, a 3D-physics engine plug-in. This increase of functionalities has
allowed to gain an ever growing number of new users. Nowadays, GAMA is used
for many ambitious research projects dealing with a wide variety of domains.
The first one is MAELIA project, which consists in the development of a
decision-support tool for natural resource management [27] [11]. This project
aims at studying the social, economic and ecological impact of water manage-
ment in the Adour-Garonne Basin (France) by the integration a huge amount of
geographical data and models (from ecological models to human decision-making
models). The second one is the MIRO project [4] which addresses the issue of
sustainable cities. Therefore, improving urban accessibility merely results in in-
creasing the traffic and its negative externalities, while reducing the accessibility
of people to the city. Given real data the simulator is used to realize scenarios
determined by geographers for quantifying service accessibility and identifying
cities management strategies. This model makes use of high resolution GIS data
and large number of individuals. Another project concerns the simulation of
evacuation organization in case of a tsunami in Nha Trang (Vietnam). This
model combines detailed GIS data of the city and the coupling of agent and
equation-based modeling in order to upscale the number of inhabitants that can
be simulated [22].
In term of performance, experimental results show that the platform can
easily handle several thousands of agents in real time rendering and reasonably
deal with million of agents for non real time simulation.
GAMA is an ever-evolving platform and many enhancements are already
planned for the future versions: a complete refactoring of the batch parameter
space exploration, a plug-in to allow users to develop models through a graphical
interface to modify the model in a more intuitive way than with the code, the
possibility to call R scripts, the distribution of operators on a GPU, the possi-
bility to share simulation where a model could be played at runtime on or in a
replay mode at different spatio-temporal scale on different devices using webGL
to display simulation on a web browser. We did not mention it in this paper
but we are also developing a 3D physics engine plug-in to obtain more realistic
behavior in physical systems and primitives to access and interact with database
management systems, in particular to store and retrieve spatial data.
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